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A Self-Taught Front End Developer with an Entrepreneurial Mindset!

Freelance Web Developer 11/2015 – present
Self-Employed, Remotely

Got my 1st freelance job at the age of 18
Completed +25 jobs for clients from +5 countries worldwide with 5.0/5.0 rating

Front End Developer 04/2017 – 05/2017
Start Solutions, Egypt

Got hired by the startup's CEO to complete few pending/late projects
Rebuilt 3 WordPress sites, and built another WordPress Theme from scratch

Co-Founder & Front End Developer 01/2016 – 02/2017
P-Codes, Egypt

Co-Founded a client-based Software House with another Back-end Developer
Built 3 websites from scratch and fixed an existing website

Front End Developer | Bachelor-level Diploma 01/2019 – present
OpenClassrooms
A 12-months "Front End Developer" Diploma with 9 hands-on projects

Bachelor of Business Administration 11/2015 – present
Helwan University, Egypt
Expected to graduate in 2021

Front End Nanodegree 02/2018 – 08/2018
Udacity, Remotely

Built an app called "AwesomeApp" with 2 colleagues to help students find a 
classmate to complete the ND Projects. We've got +600 Registered Student!
Explained 2 projects in a 1.5hrs Livestream, and pre-recorded 5 videos
Gave 2 sessions in a local students meetup about "Branding" and "OOP in JS"
Applied as a tutor, and I was tutoring 3 students during the Nanodegree
Wrote technical posts series, called "Solution Explanation" on the Students Forum

Facebook Developer Circles: Front End Developer Scholarship
01/2019
Facebook
I was one of the accepted 40 applicants worldwide to pursue my 12-months Front End 
Bachelor-level Diploma at OpenClassrooms, fully-funded by Facebook!

Guinness World Record Breaker
08/2018
Guinness World Records
I got selected as one of 2950 participants in "Hajj Hackathon" - The largest Hackathon 
in MENA, and we broke a new world record. Moreover, my team built "Afwaj" - A Crowd 
Management Service Solution for Hajj Companies!
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Google Developer Challenge Scholarship
11/2017
Google
Out of +100K Applicants, I got selected to a 3-months Scholarship at Udacity. Then I 
got selected as one of the top high-performed 10% applicants, and Google funded my 
6-months Front End Nanodegree at Udacity

3rd Place Winning Team
08/2017
AngelHack
A FinTech Hackathon sponsored by the CIB Bank & AUC. Our idea called "Edfa3ly" - It's 
a Web & Mobile App that uses "Social Credibility" instead of "Credit Score" to get loans 

Open Source Contributor 03/2018 – present
MDN Web Docs, Remotely

Write new examples, and improve existing explanations, includes; Call Stack, First-
Class Functions, Primitives, Global Object and more!

Web Developer 03/2018 – present
TANF Ghana, Remotely

Improve the current website's design and update it regularly to attract more 
donors and raise money to sponsor more children to our programs
Direct contact with the CEO & Board Directors about our future steps

Web Developer 10/2016 – 11/2017
Youthinkgreen-Egypt, Egypt

Redesigned the website, and updated its content
Organized a 5-months Entrepreneurship Program with other team members

Head of IT Department 10/2016 – 10/2017
Vision Student Organization, Egypt

Was selected as the "Best Director" in 2017
Sent and reviewed 10 tasks, organized 6 in-person sessions, 3 general meetings, 
and we were hanging out together - till now!
Designed a Performance Tracking System to analyze each one's performance
Participated in the High-Board Meetings, and interviewed new IT Applicants

IT Member 03/2016 – 10/2016
Vision Student Organization, Egypt

I was the only IT Member, and I decided to stay and improve my skills to apply as 
an IT Director in the next recruitment, and build a real team for the IT Committee

Volunteer 06/2014 – 06/2016
Resala Charity Organization, Egypt

Helped more than +1000 poor families to get new clothes by sorting the used 
clothes we received from the donors, chose the best pieces, ironed them, put each 
one in a new plastic bag, then distributed them for free in local exhibitions!

Technical

HTML - CSS
JavaScript - React
Git - WordPress
Accessibility - Testing

Interpersonal

Responsibility
Communication
Teamwork
Problem Solving
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Katerina Klezlova
Fortuny Consulting
I am privileged to have met Yahya and for having the chance to get beyond-expected 
support in turning my fact-showing websites into trendy, professional-looking and 
feature-packed platforms, not only showing static info but actually working for me: 
Automating many processes, adding multiple integrations, creating a pleasant 
experience for the visitors while capturing interested leads to my sales funnel. I will 
definitely continue working with Yahya in the future, as he provides not only high-
quality of work, but a very structured co-development process and all done in a 
fraction of time, offering incredible speed of making things happen.

Laud Akuffo
TANF Ghana
Yahya has been an invaluable support for TANF for many years sharing his 
exceptional web development, coding, UX skills, and out-of-the-box interface thinking 
to make TANF not only have a website but assure the needed functionality any charity 
or NGO needs in today’s interconnected world. Thanks to the new website, its new 
features and multiple integrations we are finally able to share our mission, raise funds 
effortlessly and give all our sponsors and volunteers an attractive and user-friendly 
way to access information about our impact, events and the multiple projects we are 
running.

Andyzro
Freelancer.com
Yahya Elharony proved to be the person I needed for my project and more, he was 
professional and delivered more than I requested as well as offered tips on how to 
further improve my product which was extremely welcome coming from an expert 
who knows what is what. Thank you Yahya!

Attop1
Freelancer.com
He is definitely one of the BEST freelancers I’ve worked with. Fantastic work with 
excellent communication and best of all, he is totally reliable and cares about 
resolving issues and providing the best support. You will not regret if you choose him 
for your project. I will definitely hire him again for my next project.

Alex M
Upwork
Absolute legend. Would rehire again (and have already) – he stuck to the deadline 
which was a tight one and turned around feedback fast. I strongly recommend!

Joelmolloy86
Freelancer.com
Not only was his work fantastic, he guided me and advised me on further improving 
my site. I can’t recommend yahyaelharony high enough. He will be my go to person for 
any further work. 10/10

Manpreet Singh
Upwork
Very helpful Freelancer! Found a solution to a very stubborn issue and resolved the 
matter promptly. Highly professional and always willing to help!

Kevin Michaud
UtopiaStudio
Wow, best experience on freelancer.com. This guy is awesome and listen to your need.
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